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The Universe of Rhizomatic Tenderness
The Universe of Rhizomatic Tenderness (TUoRT) is an
international, intergenerational, and transdisciplinary
social enterprise empowering Black, Indigenous,
Queer, Trans & Allied Creatives (BIQTC+) financially,
spiritually, artistically, and erotically, by shedding
inherited trauma through embodied kinetics. TUoRT
divests from Western allopathic approaches to
healing by designing culturally specific and holistic
strategies for BIQTC+ and survivors of sexual harm.
TUoRT responds through initiatives that support
BIQTC+ with repatterning neural pathways via
expanded pedagogical healing programs, including
courses on somatic entrepreneurship, artist
residency containers, erotic retreats and so much
more.
At its fullest expression, TUoRT will exist across
(13) global hive sites (or campuses), located near
energetic Earth centers (or chakras) that will further
support and amplify our clients, members, and
participants’ healing journeys. Each hive site will be
comprised of: a queer club, ritualistic performance
venue, choreographic innovation incubator, dance
studios, farm, and healing center. The goal is for
these (13) hive sites to become a vibrant, electric,
and cross-pollinating network of support where
resources, knowledge, and opportunities are
exchanged consistently and over the long-term.

These elements comprise an emerging Queericulum
that will exist at the foundation of each of these
sites and at the root of any specific service,
experience, or product that I design with the support
of my team. TUoRT responds and dances with
the following core issues: climate crisis, BIQTC+
economic empowerment, intergenerational trauma,
death/dying justice, technological and architectural
innovation, and more.

what is Embodied Kinetics, Quebrantamiento,
a Queericulum & Somatic Entrepreneurship?
Embodied Kinetics is defined as a series of practices,
exercises, scores, and activities that engage with the
human body on the following levels: spiritual, physical,
emotional, intellectual, creative, erotic. At the foundation
of embodied kinetics, we have the force of the erotic,
which is energy we are gifted that comes from the core
of the Earth / the Universe and our own pelvises, which
is the energetic core of the physical body. TUoRT centers
movement exploration, somatics, choreographic ritual,
and performance as the core mechanisms through which
we are building our ecosystem/business and support
all clients, members, and participants that engage with
any of our initiatives. This is an intentional decision to
decentralize spoken language as the primary force for the
creation and dissemination of knowledge, whilst using
this same language / semantics tool in more poetic,
playful, and disruptive ways.
Quebrantamiento is a life force that runs through all of us
via our breath that is connected to the Holy Spirit, Breath
of Life, grief, the erotic, uncondntional love, Qi. This force
strikes in many different kinds of ways, like a softened kind
of lightning, that brings clarity when we most desperately
need it. Our bodies are channels and conductors and
our minds / hearts fuel the energy that we receive and
offer in turn. TUoRT firmly believes that there is nothing to
fix, nothing to solve, and that through being we are able
to accomplish so much more. Quebrantamiento is the
alchemical process of channeling healing energy through
any kind of system in preparation for its dissolution,
renewal, and transmutation.

Our Queericulum is a living document and archive that
consists of the following pedagogical offerings:
★

Death & Dying / Death Doula Work ★ Choreographic
Excavation & Performance Making ★ The Healing Arts &
“Pleasure Activism” ★ Somatic Entrepreneurship & Cosmic
Strategic Planning for Creatives ★ Nonviolent Communication
& Family Constellations ★ Astrology ★ Herbalism ★

These offerings and motifs will shape-shift and new ones
will be added based on the core roster of instructors I am
curating.
Somatic Entrepreneurship is a course and
process
through which I guide students towards engendering
and implementing their businesses, visions, and projects
that center the needs of their bodies and leverages their
inherent circadian rhythms, talents, and gifts to activate
foundations for said projects. The goal of this work is to
divest from solely focusing on profit margins and begin
to include ancestral wisdom, spiritual guidance, intuition,
and quantum leap energy as part of the collaborative
forces that allow the visions to come to life. Capitalism,
patriarchy, and colonialism have succeeded in temporarily
dividing Mind-Body-Spirit, and TUoRT is stepping in to
suture and remind folks that we each possess a unique
template that is imprinted within our DNA that wishes and
needs to express itself through our bodies and creativity.
The more of us that are awake and moving towards
our wildest creative dreams, the more empowered we
become to create seismic planetary shifts in relation to
behavior, consciousness, and climate change.

audience
My umbrella audience are BIQT+ Folks. The secondary layer within this umbrella are Creatives from
any artistic background followed by Creatives from the Choreography and Movement sector. Finally,
TUoRT targets folks who are survivors of sexual trauma and who are in the midst of major life
transitions.
These folks are experiencing isolation, remain curious about expanding their intimacy and financial
lives and don’t know where to begin, desire to expand their relationship to their bodies through
somatic movement, have questions about expanding their networks in the midst of a pandemic, and
need accountability partners to mobilize their visions.

market size

Based on 2020 U.S. Census data, my addressable market is
50.1% of the entire U.S. population, 64% of the CA state resident
population, and 77.9% of LA County’s population. My goal is to
attain 50%-80%+ of the market over the next (5-10) years.
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problem
TUoRT believes that the solutions BIQTC+ need
to become financially empowered and achieve
holistic wellness reside within the tissues of our
bodies. Until this fiscal gap is addressed, radical
designs for creating regenerative futures on this
planet will remain dormant. This issue persists
by capitalistic design that keeps BIQTC+ at the
margins. Most attempts to produce social change
forget that the Body and Spirit are one and that
systemic oppression is a physical expression of
a spiritual ailment that began with colonization,
which brought in scarcity mentality and shame.
Solutions are targeted in isolation, neglecting the
processes that co-create the (-isms) that impact
my community and life. Our movements will only
be sustainable if we create hybrid strategies
that center BIQTC+ and embodied reparative
choreography. TUoRT rehearses new paradigms
into existence by creating efforts that respond to
housing / food insecurity, inherited trauma, death
and dying justice, and environmental racism.

solutions
My solution is birthing TUoRT as a financially interdependent web of Hive Sites (or campuses) that comprise
one cohesive, global constellation of care.
My team and core audience will come together at these sites to:
★ Prototype alternative economies;
★ Redesign our relationship to pleasure, work, death;
★ Engender artistic accelerator platforms and media channels;
★ Expand our relationship to the Earth and food cultivation;
★ Create an Open-Source Queericulum;
★ Boost local BIQTC+ economies;
★ Create networking, employment, and development opportunities for all BIQTC+ members.
TUoRT currently offers:
★ Courses on performative dramaturgy, somatic entrepreneurship and intuitive coaching;
★ Residencias Rhizomatica, a healing-based artist residency
★ Dark Matter Day Raves, a monthly somatic experience
TUoRT is designing:
★ Tarot de Quebrantamiento, a healing and choreographic deck
★ Estrellx Nova, a Guatemalan-Korean Restaurant and Ice Cream Shop that functions as an organizing hub
★ u3/IX, a queer club sober space that also offers intimacy and erotic healing workshops
★ Hive Haus, affordable housing complexes that connect visiting BIQTC+ with local BIQTC+ communities
★ Introverse, an innovative intimacy app for BIQTC+ who are seeking alternative dramaturgies of the erotic

solutions part ii
Estrellx Supernova is my preferred name and artistic
alias and is the first branch of TUoRT. Estrellx
straddles the roles of choreographer, performer,
curator, y entrepreneurial brujx. They are the Cosmic
Energetic Orchestrator and Founder of The Universe
of Rhizomatic Tenderness (TUoRT), a social enterprise
comprised of: Estrellx Supernova, their alias for their
solo work, The Cosmic Angels, their experimental
dance company, The School(s) of Tenderness, the
network of (13) Hive Sites located near energetic Earth
chakras, run by and for Black, Indigenous, Queer, Trans,
& Allied Creatives (BIQTC+), and Honey Pots (additional
revenue generator projects). Estrellx integrates club
spaces as sites of generative dissonance and asks,
“Are we celebrating or mourning or both? What do you
really want and how exactly do you want it?” Estrellx
conceives of choreography as embodied excavation.
★ The ______ Room (iterating): a 1:1 intuitive coaching
and mentorship channel
★ Real Talk Series (iterating/in process): solo
performance offerings that premiere every 6 months 1.5 years
Real Talk #1: vectors of adverse desires (Fall 2020)
Real Talk #2: confessions of a stone whore, VERSE
(in process)
Real Talk #3: Pretty Huge Dick (PhD), Force Majeure, &
Other Acts of God/dess (premiering Fall 2023)

★ Animate, Intimate Erotic Anthology (in process):
the first book I am publishing that excavates my
intimacy archives and research I will be doing
over the next 2-3 years on somatics, sexological
bodywork, vocal coaching, and more

constellation [The Cosmic Angels]
The Cosmic Angels is my experimental dance
company and choreography collective and
comprises the second branch of TUoRT. The
Cosmic Angels create performative experiences in
the form of nomadic club installations and rituals
that invite audiences to explore and excavate the
labyrinth of their own minds, hearts, and bodies.
Some of our repertoire includes:
★ lxs desparecidxs (premiered Dec. 2017)
★ Underground underneath the underground, prelude
(premiered May 2021)
★ Animate, Intimate (premiering Spring/Summer
2023)
★ to remain empty at all times (treaat)
upcoming (premiering Spring/Summer 2024)
★ EncuentrX 33 (upcoming in Summer/Fall 2025)
★ Coast2Coast (upcoming in 2026)

business model
I am currently deciding between formalizing TUoRT as a sole member or multi-member LLC or S/B Corp
and am still in the process of determining the U.S. headquarters. TUoRT currently generates revenue
primarily through the channels of Business to Consumer and/or Direct to Consumer and future channels will
include Business to Business, Marketplace, Retail, and Enterprise.
More specifically, TUoRT generates revenue via:
★ The _________ Room [a 1:1 intuitive coaching container, launched Summer 2021]
★ Residencias Rhizomatica [cohort model, launched Jan./Feb. 2022]
★ Teaching at UC Riverside [secured as of Apr. 2022]
★ Dark Matter Day Raves [cohort model, launched Apr. 2022]
★ Tarot de Quebrantamiento [product, launching Spring 2023/2024]
★ Performance Commissions [ongoing basis since Fall 2015]
★ Individual Donors
★ Grants & Fellowships

traction
PLATAFORMA (launched Fall 2020): We had approximately 100-150 virtual participants who attended (20) curated
events that ranged from grief parties, herbalism workshops, and other related performative encounters. My team
consisted of (2) additional co-curators who were based in Germany and the Bay Area while I was living in NYC. This
was the first branch of programming birthed through TUoRT. COVID-19 is the factor that made my curatorial team
and I decide to launch PLATAFORMA virtually with the intention to host the next one IRL in Central America. Because
of our limited budget, curating and presenting virtually accommodated everyone’s needs and in the future, my goal
is to ensure I include budget line items that cover travel expenses for curators traveling from international locations
to the PLATAFORMA venue / geographic site.

uuu, prelude (launched May 2021): This was a performance project that prototyped the queer club component of
TUoRt that premiered virtually in San Francisco after I facilitated a hybrid residency with a team of international and
local artistic collaborators. With respect to turn out, we had approximately 50-75 virtual audience members attend
programming that spanned (4) days, culminating with DJ sets. Initially, this work had been envisioned as a (3)-hour
long durational club experience with audiences coming and going throughout this timeframe, but due to COVID-19
I had to pivot to creating a virtual premiere, which meant translating the work into a series of choreographic films.
Additionally, premiering [uuu, prelude] provided an opportunity to critically examine the price points for launching
virtual experiences (vs. IRL price points) as hosting virtual events requires the same amount of labor, if not more
labor than putting on an IRL event. This continues to be an ongoing conversation.

Residencias Rhizomatica #1, Los Angeles (launched Jan. 2022): This healing-based artist residency hosted (14) IRL
and (2) virtual BIQTC+ participants, the majority of whom were local to the LA arts ecosystem and others tuning
in from abroad. Because I decided to move forward with this program in the midst of a COVID-19 spike, I radically
decreased the price point which brought me close to this phenomenal cohort yet on the back end I broke even with
respect to my expenses and was unable to pay myself my target goal. This has led me to shift my price points for
Rhizomatica #2 and #3, which will be taking place in Portland and Seattle this summer, respectively. This increase is
set with the intention to support me with the expansion of my team and provide a smoother experience for all future
cohorts.

growth strategy
Since the work of TUoRT is nomadic in nature, this means I am intentionally traveling to the geographies
where my core audiences are currently based. This is happening through the experience and healing service
called Residencias Rhizomatica that is framed as a nomadic healing based club space.. I am hiring local
artists, DJs and other guests to organically grow my presence in these geographies in a way that directly
benefits the local economy and uplifts local BIQTC+ excellence. Additionally, I am partnering with local
venues, arts organizations, and related stakeholders as a part of my marketing strategy.
I am also in the process of translating aspects of Rhizomatica into a tarot deck called The Tarot de
Quebrantamiento that will distill the practices I am sharing within this container into a tangible, on-the-go,
product that has a more accessible price point and gives folks an entrypoint into the ethos or TUoRT.
I will continue investing in what is currently working, which is word-of-mouth referrals, IG social media
boosts, and partnering with arts organizations who include my programming within their newsletters.
I will host more Dark Matter Day Raves, at least 1x/month, where potential BIQTC+ clients can come and
engage with the work of TUoRT in a way that requires low time commitment yet leaves them hungry for
more. I will partner with BIQTC+ club spaces, museums, universities, influencers, and related entities (who
already have a strong audience or membership pull) so that the word about all TUoRT initiatives can grow
and expand.
Over the next year, I will invest funds into expanding my team to include a producer (w/ experience in
international relations and entertainment), a social media consultant, a marketing strategist, and PR manager
who can support TUoRT with expanding where we market our work (i.e. billboards, commercials).

team
My team consists of a powerful roster of majority Black, Indigenous,
People of the Global Majority (about 91%) who identify along the
Queer, Trans+ spectrum:

R&D Thought Partner, Megan Kendzior
Producing Consultant, Marýa Wethers
Creative Strategist, Tossie Long
Program Manager, asha kohli
Administrative Dramaturgs, agustine zegers & Alicia Rodirguez
Logo & Branding Designers, Menaja Ganesh
Conflict Resolution Expert/Bylaws Co-Designer, Mikhaila Fendor
I curated my team using divination, which has allowed me to create the highest level of alchemy possible meaning
that there is a delicious sense of generative dissonance and improvisation at the heart of the team that allows for
innovation and expansive thinking. Each person on the team is a Creative invested in their own healing, allowing us
to move with our values on the daily. My team includes folks who have been employed within non-profit / for-profit
sectors, are globally-situated artists, and support TUoRT with identifying blindspots.
I will be scaling my team during the second half of this year to include:
Program Manager #2
Grant Writer #1-3
Accountant/Bookkeeper
Cosmic Energetic Finance & Fundraising Orchestrator (CFO)
Marketing Strategist
On-Call Crowdfunding Specialist & Admin. Dramaturg
NFT/Cryptocurrency Researcher & Director
Agent (who specializes in the entertainment, visual arts, TV/film industries)

competition & potential to collaborate
Velocity Dance Center (VDC) is a Seattle-based movement center hosting annual performance festivals
and artist residencies that are solely for the benefit of local artists. TUoRT’ expands our reach by
opening our programming to non-local artists and inviting global partners to exchange with local
ecosystems. Our programming is curated by/ for BIQTC+ and offers somatic-entrepreneurial tools.
Activation Residency (AR) is a land-based project located in Upstate, NY that centers Black Trans
Creatives and hosts residencies.. TUoRT pivots with respect to our audience reach, business model
and curatorial approach. We design experiences with a clear arc versus AR’s design-your-own
residency model.
Ethel’s Club is a for-profit venture that centers BIQTC+ and has a physical location in Brooklyn. You
can only access their programming if you pay for a monthly membership. TUoRT will have a more
affordable membership rate, serves a global audience, and is both a nomadic club and healing
center.

financials
Sept. 2021 = $4,961
Oct. 2021 = $5,438
Nov. 2021 = $2,356
Dec. 2021 = $1,099
Jan. 2022 = $4,115
Feb. 2022 = $476

what we need
★ Donated Real Estate (in multiple geographies)
★ $50k/year for operational funding support for current team and to expand team summer/fall 2022
★ Formalization Support (w/ a focus on U.S.-base & international headquarters site)

get in touch

contact:
corporealidades.sutiles@gmail.com
+1 (510) 684-0736

instagram:
@ corporealidades.sutiles &
@ estrellx_supernova

donate via:
fiscal sponsorship or venmo

